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Glass Idromassaggio and VitrA “dress” Xenote 
the new concept by Lucchese Design for Home & Spa Design 

 
 
During the Fuorisalone Design Week 2011, Glass Idromassaggio and VitrA will be the stars of 

the “Xenote” installation that is part of the Home & Spa Design exhibition showing the design 

and materials of “Abitare in Italia” at the Superstudio 13 of Milan. 

Xenote bears the prestigious name of Lucchese Design and is the gateway to a mysterious, 

evocative and fascinating world where water and the rituals linked to it have a primary role. The 

Xenote concept has been conceived to transmit the beneficial power of water and of its 

crystalline transparency and stands out for the attention paid to choosing natural and precious 

materials designed to adapt to the curved lines of the body and to create an intimate 

atmosphere that exploits the use of light and transparencies. 
This space is only apparently closed-in and is capable of capturing those entering it with its 

magic and stateliness. 

A context in which refined Glass and VitrA products fit in harmoniously creating oases of 

pleasure for the wellness of body and soul. 

Glass offers the Beyond collection again, designed by Claudia Danelon. An extremely 

customisable collection that satisfies the requirements of all and contains the uniqueness of 

those who choose it. You will also find the Ananda Hammam space created by Doshi Levien, a 

customised wellness project that is modular to be arranged at will and that revisits the ancient 

steam bath ritual in a contemporary key while paying special attention to the use of material. 

VitrA will be represented by the Istanbul Collection by Ross Lovegrove, a sanitaryware line 

inspired by elements from nature and that is completely innovative in terms of shapes and 

production technologies. 

Very functional solutions that have a strong aesthetic impact and that fascinate because of their 

capacity of going beyond conventional bathroom spaces.    
Glass and VitrA continue to distinguish themselves in terms of versatility, dynamism and 

completeness in the bathroom and wellness universe. 
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